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6.0in. x 0.7in.People are important. Although some persons may consider that people with
disabilities cannot live ordinary lives, as long as they believe in themselves, they will survive. Never
allow a person or a situation to overpower you. These words are as true today as they were when
my father said them to me in 1945, when he realized that epilepsy would be with me for life. Since
then I have had five hip surgeries, cancer, cataract surgery, and several other physical problems
that could be considered disabling. Yet, I have obtained two bachelors degrees, one in Education
and the other in Fine Arts, a Masters degree in the Science of Psychology, and am now enrolled in a
Doctorate program at Walden University in Health Psychology. We have had several deaths in the
family in the past few years, and the birth of my great-granddaughter, Sania Machele Schumacher-
Drink this past May. Life is always changing, so why should people show bias to those who have
Epilepsy, Depression, or Parkinsons disease simply because they are not understood We are
constantly met with new challenges. For every bad thing that...
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This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way in fact it is simply after i finished reading this publication by which basically modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Tr oy Dietr ich DDS-- Tr oy Dietr ich DDS

This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- K r istina  K shler in DDS-- K r istina  K shler in DDS
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